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MAITRE GIMS SINGER IS THE MOST DOWNLOADED THIS YEAR WITH
SUBLIMINAL ALBUM
SOLD 1 MILLION HARD DISCS

Paris, Washington DC, 03.09.2015, 01:21 Time

USPA NEWS - The singer Maitre Gims, has a identifiable stylish look with his glasses "Cazal" and has the most downloaded songs in
2014 has unveiled his new album "My heart was right." It is highly anticipated by fans and music critics after success of the previous
instalment album "Subliminal" is a blockbuster

MAITRE GIMS UNVEILS HIS NEXT ALBUM INSPIRED BY THE FILM MATRIX: BLUE AND RED PILL
The singer Master GIMS must be filled because it already looks set to repeat the feat of the million records sold with the album
"Subliminal"! Indeed, less than a week after the release of his new album, the singer can boast of already gold. A new that has not
hesitated to share with his fans on Twitter. "My Heart Had Reason is already a gold record thank you all !!!! I like you". The album is a
double disc concept as explained Maitre GIMS "It is a concept that I wanted to make a record that is the blue pill with soft melodies
and family, and facing a less soft disc with pill more harsh words and close relatives of rap which I come. The idea came from the
movie Matrix during a sequence or a proposed by Keanu Reeves plays Neo, a blue or red pill. I'm a big fan of the movie, that´s where
the idea of blue and red pills comes from "

Maitre Gims is already fully booked since in addition to having to manage the release of his new album, the singer met the challenge of
Cauet (French Radio animator) and agreed to become animator on NRJ Radio. All week, the singer is on tune from 9:30 to 12 am and
takes control of the radio, NRJ.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The singer also has unveiled the video for his hit "Long Life" featuring Lefa. A video whose leader Sexion Assault will long remember
the shooting because he had the fright of his life! He remembers proudly when he released his first solo album in 2013 "Subliminal"
which was an immediate commercial success with over one million copies sold.-------------------------------------MAITRE GIMS
BECOMES A STAR WITH IMMIGRANT PARENTS OF FLEEING THE FORMER ZAIRE--------------Maitre GIMS, is called by his real
name "Gandhi Djuna" born in May 6, 1986 in Kinshasa (DRC), as his father loved Gandhi, the Indian peacemaker, and named him in
tribute to this great legend. Gandhi Djuna has had a different fate by becoming a rapper, French singer and songwriter, known for
scene de Maitre Gims in reference to Asian cinema and the world of martial arts.

SUCCESS STORY FOR MAITRE GIMS THE TALENTED SON OF IMMIGRANT PAPA WEMBA-------------------------------
He comes from a musical family, his father was a singer of the group Viva La Musica Papa Wemba and he rappers brothers. Member
of "Sexion Assault" group. Maitre Gims arrived in France in 1988 at the age of two, her parents are undocumented. It is part of a family
of fifteen children. He is the brother of Dadju, member of the group The Shin Sekai, and Xgangs Bedjik of every three rappeurs9. On
his first album Subliminal (2013), the latter handle participation on Outsider1 song. Master GIMS followed studying graphic design and
communication. Du fact of his parent's hiding from the French authorities (they did not have legal French papers), he explains that he
had a difficult childhood. He was placed in foster families, before living in squats until his 18th birthday. This passage of his life is
mentioned in the song Freedom (2013).
At a time when the debates come alive on fear of the arrival of migrants fleeing their war-torn country or crushed by a political regime
of terror, Maitre GIMS is an excellent example of the contribution enriched by the reception of migrants which later incorporated and
could climb up to success. Source: NRJ, Maitre Gims Biographie, Rap RnB.------------------------ For more information: Master GIMS
will soon be on Tour in November throughout France and will give a concert in Bercy December 14
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